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A fascinating development in the post-financial crisis era is the increasing realization

of the limitations of monetary policy.

By cutting interest rates and buying bonds (among other activities), a central bank can

help inject capital into the financial system and provide relief for market participants

during times of stress.

But these activities accomplish little to fix the issue of demand. The average consumer

on the street is unlikely to directly feel the impact from the Federal Reserve (Fed)

opening a new credit facility to help shore up the corporate bond market.

Fiscal policy, on the other hand, has been shown to make more of a sizable economic

difference from a demand perspective, especially in a consumer-driven economy. Giving

people money in times of crisis to pay their bills or to spend it? There’s your demand.

There’s just that tiny little issue of getting politicians to agree on anything.

Consider a wildly accommodative central bank that has been doing everything in its power

but has remained unable to stoke growth or inflation for many years. Also consider

bitter fighting between politicians that only reinforces gridlock and prevents any

meaningful progress from a fiscal stimulus perspective. Only recently was there a

breakthrough where the fiscal gridlock was finally broken.

That may sound like the U.S. (with the first pandemic stimulus bill, at least), but I’m

talking about Europe.

ECB No Longer on Its OwnECB No Longer on Its Own

In late July, European leaders came to an agreement on the EU Recovery Fund, which

provides loans and grants to member states to be funded by joint debt issuance.

This historic symbolic agreement could mark a turning point in Europe’s future. It is

the first major shared fiscal responsibility from European members, and it directly

addresses one of the main criticisms of the structure of the EU.

For years, the European Central Bank (ECB) has done everything it could to help

stimulate growth on its own. Now, finally, the frugal northern countries and more

fragile southern countries have aligned to provide a powerful joint monetary and fiscal

stimulus package.

To be fair, like the result of every political negotiation, the agreement isn’t a

panacea, and its impact won’t immediately be felt in 2020.

But it is an important milestone that proves that the bloc can, in fact, work together

fiscally. And it unquestionably improves the growth potential of the region over the

next few years.

A Strong Response to an Already Strong ResponseA Strong Response to an Already Strong Response

In addition to the coordinated fiscal and monetary stimulus, many European countries

also deserve plaudits for their response to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Italy was the first European country to experience the full horrific potential of the

virus, and Spain has seen cases tick up of late. But the overall response looks
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admirable, particularly compared to the U.S.

On a per million basis, the U.S. and EU both saw deaths peak around 6.5–6.6 in early

April. Unlike the U.S., which saw its death rate drop to 1.5 but then surge to 3.4, the

EU’s rate has hovered around 0.2 since mid-July. Both raw and adjusted daily new cases

in the EU have risen of late. But the cases per million sit at only 13% of the

equivalent U.S. number in early August.1

The result of the successful response is that mobility has risen, and economic activity

is following suit. The composite PMI for the EU has risen sharply to 54.9 in July2,

comfortably in expansionary range.

Economic surprises are jumping as well. EU GDP growth is expected to surpass that of the

U.S. in 2021, a feat that has only happened eight times since 19923. The euro is rising

on relative growth expectations differentials, and net long euro positioning just hit an

all-time high4.

Slowly but surely, momentum is building.

Should the global economy stabilize, given the outsized role that multinational

companies play in European equity markets, the region’s stocks would stand to benefit

more than most.

Finally, the long-awaited rotation from growth to cyclical assets—in which European

equities firmly sit—is seeing signs of life after being left for dead during much of the

post-crisis era.

All of this adds up to a newfound optimistic view on the region.

Welcome Back, Strangers!Welcome Back, Strangers!

It has been a while since European stocks were met with optimism.

From 2012 to 2015, Europe-focused ETFs and mutual funds took in $69.5 billion in assets.

Since then, more than $40 billion has been unwound via outflows5.

For investors who may have forgotten how to invest there while they ignored the asset

class over the last five years, the question remains—what to own?

A common justification for the persistent underperformance of European stocks relative

to the U.S. is that there is no equivalent to the tech champions of Silicon Valley. Tech

is only 7.6% of the MSCI Europe Index, which represents only about half of its exposure

to the troubled financials6.

In addition to not owning enough exciting, high-growth companies, the profitability of

corporate Europe is lacking as well. Different profitability measures like return on equ

ity (ROE), return on assets (ROA) and return on sales (ROS) all sit well below those of

emerging markets, let alone the U.S.

When junk is everywhere, a quality filter is of paramount importance.

That is why, instead of settling for the entire market, we suggest a quality-focused

approach, like our Europe Quality Dividend Growth Fund (EUDG).

Quality Works in Europe—Perhaps More Than Anywhere ElseQuality Works in Europe—Perhaps More Than Anywhere Else

EUDG represents quality within a value asset class. Its profitability ratios are

multiples better than those of the MSCI Europe Index (and even rank higher than those of

the S&P 500).

Why does this matter? Because quality works in Europe, perhaps more than anywhere else

in the world.

Dividing equity markets into ROE quintiles shows that during the Q1 equity sell-off,

quality outperformed around the world. In Europe, the excess performance of the highest

ROE quintile—7.3% better than the broad index—was the highest of any major equity region

in the globe7.

In the snapback since then, high-quality stocks in Europe have captured 91% of the

market’s rally—a respectable number on its own and more than 500 bps better than the
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lowest quality quintile8.

EUDG has experienced the best of all worlds— mitigating downside losses when the market

sold off, while also participating in more than 100% of the rebound since March.

Consistent performance through different market environments helps explain how the Fund

sits in the top quartile of all European stock funds—both active and passive—on all time

frames over the past five years.

Sure, most Americans are currently unable to enter Europe. But even though it may not be

the same as a summer vacation on Mediterranean beaches, a great buying opportunity still

has to count for something, right?

2020 Performance and Peer Rankings2020 Performance and Peer Rankings
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For standardized performance of EUDG, please click here.

 

 

 

1Financial Times, as of 8/4/20.

2Bloomberg, as of 7/31/20.

3Bloomberg, as of 8/10/20.

4Bloomberg, as of 8/10/20.

5Morningstar Direct, as of 6/30/20.

6MSCI, as of 7/31/20.

7WisdomTree, FactSet, as of 3/31/20.

8WisdomTree, FactSet, as of 7/31/20.
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Important Risks Related to this ArticleImportant Risks Related to this Article

There are risks associated with investing, including possible loss of principal. Foreign

investing involves special risks, such as risk of loss from currency fluctuation or

political or economic uncertainty. This Fund focuses its investments in Europe, thereby

increasing the impact of events and developments associated with the region, which can

adversely affect performance. Dividends are not guaranteed, and a company currently

paying dividends may cease paying dividends at any time. Investments in currency involve

additional special risks, such as credit risk and interest rate fluctuations. As this

Fund can have a high concentration in some issuers, the Fund can be adversely impacted

by changes affecting those issuers. The Fund invests in the securities included in, or

representative of, its Index regardless of their investment merit, and the Fund does not

attempt to outperform its Index or take defensive positions in declining markets. Please

read the Fund’s prospectus for specific details regarding the Fund’s risk profile.

For standardized performance and the most recent month-end performance click here NOTE,

this material is intended for electronic use only. Individuals who intend to print and

physically deliver to an investor must print the monthly performance report to accompany

this blog.

For more investing insights, check out our Economic & Market Outlook

View the online version of this article here.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATIONIMPORTANT INFORMATION

U.S. investors only: Click U.S. investors only: Click herehere to obtain a WisdomTree ETF prospectus which to obtain a WisdomTree ETF prospectus which

contains investment objectives, risks, charges, expenses, and other information;contains investment objectives, risks, charges, expenses, and other information;

read and consider carefully before investing.read and consider carefully before investing.

There are risks involved with investing, including possible loss of principal. Foreign

investing involves currency, political and economic risk. Funds focusing on a single

country, sector and/or funds that emphasize investments in smaller companies may

experience greater price volatility. Investments in emerging markets, currency, fixed

income and alternative investments include additional risks. Please see prospectus for

discussion of risks.

 

Past performance is not indicative of future results. This material contains the

opinions of the author, which are subject to change, and should not to be considered or

interpreted as a recommendation to participate in any particular trading strategy, or

deemed to be an offer or sale of any investment product and it should not be relied on

as such. There is no guarantee that any strategies discussed will work under all market

conditions. This material represents an assessment of the market environment at a

specific time and is not intended to be a forecast of future events or a guarantee of

future results. This material should not be relied upon as research or investment advice

regarding any security in particular. The user of this information assumes the entire

risk of any use made of the information provided herein. Neither WisdomTree nor its

affiliates, nor Foreside Fund Services, LLC, or its affiliates provide tax or legal

advice. Investors seeking tax or legal advice should consult their tax or legal advisor.

Unless expressly stated otherwise the opinions, interpretations or findings expressed

herein do not necessarily represent the views of WisdomTree or any of its affiliates.

 

The MSCI information may only be used for your internal use, may not be reproduced or

re-disseminated in any form and may not be used as a basis for or component of any

financial instruments or products or indexes. None of the MSCI information is intended

to constitute investment advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any

kind of investment decision and may not be relied on as such. Historical data and

analysis should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of any future performance

analysis, forecast or prediction. The MSCI information is provided on an “as is” basis

and the user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of this

information. MSCI, each of its affiliates and each entity involved in compiling,

computing or creating any MSCI information (collectively, the “MSCI Parties”) expressly

disclaims all warranties. With respect to this information, in no event shall any MSCI

Party have any liability for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, punitive,

consequential (including loss profits) or any other damages (www.msci.com)

 

Jonathan Steinberg, Jeremy Schwartz, Rick Harper, Christopher Gannatti, Bradley Krom,

Tripp Zimmerman, Michael Barrer, Anita Rausch, Kevin Flanagan, Brendan Loftus, Joseph

Tenaglia, Jeff Weniger, Matt Wagner, Alejandro Saltiel, Ryan Krystopowicz, Jianing Wu,

and Brian Manby are registered representatives of Foreside Fund Services, LLC.

 WisdomTree Funds are distributed by Foreside Fund Services, LLC, in the U.S. only.

You cannot invest directly in an index.
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DEFINITIONSDEFINITIONS

Monetary policyMonetary policy  : Actions of a central bank or other regulatory committee that

determine the size and rate of growth of the money supply, which in turn affects

interest rates.

Interest ratesInterest rates  : The rate at which interest is paid by a borrower for the use of money.

Federal ReserveFederal Reserve  : The Federal Reserve System is the central banking system of the

United States.

Corporate BondsCorporate Bonds  : a debt security issued by a corporation.

Fiscal PolicyFiscal Policy  : Government spending policies that influence macroeconomic conditions.

These policies affect tax rates, interest rates and government spending, in an effort to

control the economy.

InflationInflation  : Characterized by rising price levels.

Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI)Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI)  : An indicator of the economic health of the

manufacturing sector. The PMI is based on five major indicators: new orders, inventory

levels, production, supplier deliveries and the employment environment. A reading above

50 indicates an expansion of the manufacturing sector compared to the previous month;

below 50 represents a contraction while 50 indicates no change.

Gross domestic product (GDP)Gross domestic product (GDP)  : The sum total of all goods and services produced

across an economy.

MSCI Europe IndexMSCI Europe Index  : A free float-adjusted market capitalization-weighted index

designed to measure the performance of developed equity markets in Europe.

Return on Equity (ROE)Return on Equity (ROE)  : Measures a corporation’s profitability by revealing how much

profit a company generates with the money shareholders have invested.

Return on assets (ROA)Return on assets (ROA)  : Firm profits (after accounting for all expenses) divided by

the firm’s total assets. Higher numbers indicate greater profits relative to the level

of assets utilized to generate them.

QualityQuality  : Characterized by higher efficiency and profitability. Typical measures include

earnings, return on equity, return on assets, operating profitability as well as others.

This term is also related to the Quality Factor, which associates these stock

characteristics with excess returns vs the market over tim.

ValueValue  : Characterized by lower price levels relative to fundamentals, such as earnings

or dividends. Prices are lower because investors are less certain of the performance of

these fundamentals in the future. This term is also related to the Value Factor, which

associates these stock characteristics with excess returns vs the market over tim.

S&P 500 IndexS&P 500 Index  : Market capitalization-weighted benchmark of 500 stocks selected by the

Standard and Poor’s Index Committee designed to represent the performance of the leading

industries in the United States economy.

ActiveActive  : Funds that attempt to outperform the market by selecting securities a portfolio

manager believe to be the best.

PassivePassive  : Indexes that take a rules-based approach with regular rebalancing schedules

that are not changed due to market conditions.
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